
Search Requirements

Title Search*

 Review instruments (including deleted) and any “subject to” 
interests appearing on the parcel register.
Land in the registry system requires a full 40 year search.

Review instruments (including deleted) and any “subject 
to” interests appearing on the parcel register from the last arm’s length transfer,  

Current vendor and/or borrower within 14 days of closing.

(which can form a lien)

Vacant Home/Unit Tax   
(Toronto and Ottawa)

Corporate Registry Search
months must be disclosed. 

Confirmation the prescribed declaration was filed with the City and tax not
payable or payment has been made, by reviewing the filed declaration,
receiving a statutory declaration from seller/borrower, or reviewing a tax
certificate showing this information.

Corporate Document List required for vacant land.
Search within 30 days of closing.

Property Type Search Requirements

Condominium
 

(verbal update acceptable up to 90 days).

Planning Act Compliance

If you know (or have a strong suspicion) that the Land is located within or  
 

30 days of closing. 

Building, zoning compliance and municipal work orders.
Fire department search for work orders.  
Searches within 30 days of closing.

Live/Work Dwelling

Rooming/Student House  

(up to 6 rooms for rent)
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30

Although a search may not be required in order to issue a policy, you should consider if the results may be useful to your client. 

not conducted, or if the search is older than what is required above.  Failure to conduct a required search may result in an 



 
condominium unit. 

coverage.

Is a survey required?

A copy of the parcel register together with the value of the land from an appraisal or realty tax bill is required to order 

We consider a private lender to be any lender which is not a chartered bank, trust company, credit union, insurance 

Do you insure Indigenous lands?

 
premiums apply for Indigenous lands.

Is an unregistered hydro easement search required? 

How to Order

Conveyancing CTICExpress Phone 
1.888.868.4853

Email Fax
1.866.214.1953
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A search for unregistered hydro easements is required only when there is reason to suspect that an unregistered 
hydro easement might exist (i.e. one is shown on a survey, hydro towers or boxes are known to be located on the 
property, etc.).


